great moments
in green reading
see the perfect line

4. Block Out GreenReading “Noise”

5. WEIGHT WATCH

The only slope that matters is the one
between you and the hole

LEAN INTO the slope to see the
same line at address as the one
you chose during your read
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l The eaves and windows
on the clubhouse or
halfway house
l Benches
l Bodies of water

If you can’t locate a
horizontal standard, then
use the brim of your cap
or visor. Better yet, curl
your hands around your
face, with your fingers
above your eyebrows
and your palms blocking
out your peripheral
vision. Not only does this
create a pure horizontal
directly above your eyes,
it eliminates a lot of the
background noise that
could potentially confuse
your reads.

No noise
is good
noise.

Cup your hands
around your
face and cap
like Henrik
Stenson and
dozens of Tour
players do
to eliminate
background
noise and
establish a
horizontal
against which
you can judge
the slope.

Tour players do this all the time. It looks as if they’re playing peeka-boo, but it’s giving them a clear, clutter-free view of the line. For
best results, drop the brim of your cap or your fingers to the
back edge of the cup to eliminate your view of the green
beyond the hole. Why? Anything past the hole means squat.
Often, the apron or the crowns of nearby bunkers lips will tilt in a
completely different direction than the ground you’re standing on.
Don’t be fooled by something that won’t affect your putt.
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n any sloping surface,
your body instinctively
self-balances. This can
work for and against you. Take
the example of a right-to-left
putt. Your body senses that the
ground behind you is lower
than the ground in front of you
as you stand at address, so it
flexes your ankles and shifts
your weight toward your toes.
The good news is that your
vestibular system saved you
from toppling over. The bad
news is that this weight shift
raised the heel of your putter,

Loren Roberts, 1990s
The “Boss of the Moss”
popularizes using the
eyes and feet to judge
the correct slope.

so now it
looks like
you’re aimed too far out to the
right. On left-to-right putts,
the opposite happens: your
body’s balancing mechanism
shifts your weight to your
heels, causes the toe to lift and
making it appear that you’re
aimed too far to the left. The
situation is exacerbated by the
fact that your shoes feature
heel wedges that slope as
much as two degrees, causing
the left-to-right tilt feel steeper
than it really is.
The natural leveling
system in our ankles
makes the line you see
at address completely
different than the one
you see while reading
the putt. Fight the
deception by pushing
your weight into the
slope—toward your heels
on right-to-left putts
and toward your toes on
left-to-right putts.

getty images

ood green readers
work off level—they
look for a horizontal
line somewhere in
the background, then
compare how much the
green around them tilts
in comparison. Even
on severely undulating
greens, horizontal lines
are easy to spot. Look for:
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I know students who can read a flat putt and aim the putter at the center
of the hole from 10 yards away, but mis-aim by two feet from the same
distance if the putt has any break to it. Why? They fail to adjust for the
posture change facilitated by our body’s grand design.
The fix? On any breaking putt, offset your balancing system by
leaning into the heel. This will keep you putterhead level to the ground
and make it much easier to aim. You adjust your posture on sidehill lies
from the fairway all the time. Failing to do likewise on the green will turn
your good reads into mush as soon as you take your address position.

